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1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic generation of a programming environment for a programming language requires the
description of that language in a formal way. Progress has been made in the field of algebraic
specification of programming languages. Bergstra, Heering & Klint [ 1] have described the toy programming language PICO (the language of while-programs) in detail. Their specification gives a complete parser, type-checker and interpreter for PICO-programs. PICO's small supply of language constructs leaves room for investigation in the specification of the semantics of more involved statement
types.
The language to be specified in this paper is SMALL, designed by Gordon [5] as an example
language to show specifications in denotational semantics. SMALL is built in layers to allow one to
concentrate on the difficulties in specification of a certain language construct while others are
excluded. The already available specification by Gordon in denotational semantics may lead to a
comparison between this specification formalism and an algebraic specification. In particular we are
interested in the way goto's are defined in both formalisms: the denotational definition uses continuations (i.e. higher order functions) for this purpose while our algebraic formalism is restricted to first
order functions. The freedom allowed by goto-statements makes it one of the most difficult classical
programming primitives to specify. Its a-structural semantics turned it already into a controversial
construct [6]. We are also interested in the question how to capture the various layers of SMALL in
one, modular, definition.
The next section describes the syntax and (informally) the semantics of the SMALL kernel language
(SMALL proper), followed by the syntax and semantics of an extension with goto-statements. An algebraic specification of the semantics of the kernel language is given in section 3, both to give an idea of
algebraic specifications of languages and to provide a basis for section 4, a specification of the extension with goto's.
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An algebraic specification consists of sorts, functions on these sorts (a constant is a 0-ary function),
and equations (which may contain variables over the sorts) describing the relations between functions.
In the specification formalism used the choice is made for a modular approach. Hence some mechanisms are available to formalize inclusion and parameterization of modules. A module can have an
export section, containing all sorts, functions and constants available to the outside and a section with
only locally visible definitions. It can also have an import section. All exports from the imported
module are available in the importing module. Lastly a module can have parameters to which objects
can be bound upon import.
The algebraic specification formalism used is described in detail in [l]. For more detail on algebraic
specifications see [2].
2.

SYNTAX AND INFORMAL SEMANTICS OF SMALL

2.1. Syntax
The syntax of

SMALL

is given below in standard BNP-notation. Note that the primitive notions

<basic-value>, <identifier> and <binary-operator> are left unspecified.
In this concrete syntax it is ambiguous which commands belong to the body of higher4evel commands (e.g. where the body of a while-loop ends) since no delimiters are given. In the abstract syntax
tree (which will be our starting point) this ambiguity is resolved and the unspecified notions will tum
up as primitive nodes.

<program>
<command>

::= 'program' <command> •
::=<expression>':=' <expression>
'output' <expression> I
'if' <expression> 'then' <command> 'else' <command>
'while' <expression> 'do' <command>
'begin' <declaration> ';' <command> 'end'
<command> ';' <command> •
<expression> ::=<basic-value> I 'true' I 'false' I
'read' I <identifier> I
<expression> 1 ( 1 <expression> 1 ) 1 I
'if' <expression> 'then' <expression> 'else' <expression>
<expression> <binary-operator> <expression> •
<declaration> ::= 'const' <identifier> 1 = 1 <expression> I
'var' <identifier> 1 = 1 <expression> I
'proc' <identifier> '(' <identifier> ');' <command> I
'fun' <identifier> '(' <identifier> '>;' <expression>
<declaration> ';' <declaration>.
SMALL

will be augmented with goto-constructs in section 4. The syntax will be enlarged as follows:

<command>

::=
'goto' <identifier> I
<identifier> 1 : 1 <command>.

<declaration> ::=
'label' <identifier>.

,,
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2.2. Informal semantics and Abstract Syntax Trees
2.2.1. Basic values, identifiers and operators. Some primitive notions are needed to give a basis to the
operations of a programming language. Firstly the module Booleans with true, false and a few
functions is needed. Further notions are treated abstractly and are grouped into one module:
SMALL-Primitives, containing the sorts BASICVAL, IDNT and BINOP, together with an equality
function on IDNT yielding a boolean (hence Boo leans has to be imported).
2.2.2. Abstract syntax and informal semantics of the kernel language. The constructor functions for the
abstract syntax are combined in module SMALL-Abs-Synt. The sorts DECL, DECLS, EXPR, CMND,
CMNDS and PROGRAM are defined here and the modules Booleans and SMALL-Primitives are
imported.
The following constructor functions are defined:
<program> constructor:

program: CMNDS -> PROGRAM
turning a series of commands into a SMALL program.
<command> constructors:
abs-assign: EXPR # EXPR -> CMND
The first expression should yield an identifier, to which the value of the second is assigned.
abs-output: EXPR -> CMND
The value of the expression will be added to the output. Output and input are treated
abstractly.
abs-proccall : EXPR # EXPR -> CMND
The first expression gives the identifier of the procedure, the second one gives the value of the
(single) parameter. Every procedure and function in SMALL has exactly one parameter.
abs-if: EXPR # CMNDS # CMNDS -> CMND
The expression should yield a Boolean value and the series of commands the then- and elsebranches.
abs-while: EXPR # CMNDS -> CMND
The expression should yield a Boolean value and the commands the loop-body.
abs-block: DECLS # CMNDS -> CMND
A block consists of a list of declarations and a list of commands.
abs-ser: CMND # CMNDS -> CMNDS
abs-skip: -> CMNDS
Sequential composition of commands with terminal constant.
<expression> constructors:
absexp-basic val: BASICVAL -> EXPR
Expression consisting of a basic value.
absexp-read: -> EXPR
To read a value.
absexp-ident : IDNT -> EXPR
Expression consisting of a single identifier.
absexp-funca ll: EXPR # EXPR -> EXPR
The first expression yields the name of the function, the second the parameter value.
absexp-ifexp : EXPR # EXPR # EXPR -> EXPR
The first expression yields a Boolean, the second and third form the then- and else-clause
respectively.
absexp-binop : BINOP # EXPR # EXPR -> EXPR
The expressions yield the left- and righthand operand of the binary operator.
<declaration> constructors:
absdecl-cons t: IDNT # EXPR -> DECL
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The identifier yields the new name and the expression the value.
absdecl-var: IDNT # EXPR -> DECL
The initialization value will be yielded by the expression.
absdecl-proc: IDNT # IDNT # CMNDS -> DECL
The first identifier yields the name of the procedure, the second identifier the parameter, and
the series of commands the body.
absdecl-fun: IDNT # IDNT # EXPR -> DECL
As above with an expression for the body.
absdecl-ser: DECL # DECL -> DECL
absdecl-skip: -> DECL
The constructor to combine declarations and the corresponding terminal constant.
2.2.3. Abstract syntax and informal semantics of the extension with goto's. To enrich the SMALL abstract
syntax with goto's a module SMALL2-Abs-Synt is layered around SMALL-Abs-Synt. It contains

three additional constructor functions:
abs-goto: IDNT -> CMND
The jump is to the last label with this name in the block in which the label is declared. Jumps
into an inner block or a procedure are illegal, jumps out of a procedure or an inner block are
allowed. Jumps into the body of loops continue with the rest of the body followed by the
whole loop and the rest of the program.
abs-labldcmnd: IDNT # CMND -> CMND
The identifier is the label of the command.
absdecl-Label: IDNT -> DECL
The identifier gives the name of a new label.
The following structure diagram (see [1]) shows the import relationship between the modules discussed above.

SMALLPrimi tives

SMALL-Abs-Synt
SMALL2-Abs-Synt

3.

ALGEBRAIC SEMANTICS OF THE SMALL KERNEL

3.1. Environment specification

To manipulate entities necessary to describe the behaviour of a SMALL program an abstract storage
mechanism is needed. The basis for this storage mechanism is the sort TABLE, essentially a stack-like
structure with two parameters: Names and Entries. The functions null table (generates an empty
table), tableadd (puts a fresh name-entry combination in a table), tablech (changes an entry
corresponding to a given name) and loo.kup (returns true and the found entry or false and the
error-entry for a given name and table) are given. Of course an equality check must be given on
the names. These sorts and functions are bundled in module Tables.
SMALL has a block structure (as in e.g. Pascal). The elementary storage mechanism provided by
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Tables does not provide sufficient power to capture this structure in an easy way. Hence a new
module SMALL-Tables is tailored for this task around Tables. A constant blockmark is introduced to separate blocks on a table. This constant is of a new sort, TABLEMARK. Of course a function
removeblock is defined. Finally NAME is bound to IDNT (from SMALL-Primit ives) since we are

focusing on SMALL anyway.
Next the objects we want to put into the table have to be bound to entries from Entries. Since
this comprises objects of various sorts (e.g. declarations and basic values) an intermediary module
SMALL-Env-E l t is constructed to provide a common sort, called ENVEL T (environment-element), and
injection functions into this sort.

SMALL-

SMALL-Abs-Synt

SMALL-Abs-Synt

SMALL-Env-El t

SMALL-Env-El t

Primitives

SMALL -Abs-Syn t

SMALL-

SMALL-Abs-Synt

Primitives

Tables

SMALL-Tables

SMALL-Environments

These modules are combined in module SMALL-Environ ments. It imports SMALL-Tables - with
Entries bound by SMALL-Env-El t and TABLE renamed to SENV - and SMALL-Abs-Sy nt and
SMALL-Env-E l t. The structure diagram gives a schematic impression of the import relationship. The
ellipses indicate parameters and lines drawn from them indicate the binding of these parameters to
modules. The parameter Entries is not bound in SMALL-Tables, so it becomes a parameter of this
module.
3.2. Semantical specification

The algebraic specification of the semantics of the SMALL kernel language is quite straightforward.
See the accompanying structure diagram below.
In this specification the work is mainly carried out by evaluation functions for the elementary
language constructs. eva l is given either a program and input or a series of commands and an
environment. eva lexpr operates on an expression and an environment and eva ldec l on a declaration or a series of declarations and an environment. The environment resulting from a correct evaluation contains the output and the (possibly exhausted) input. Giving more detail on I/O handling is
not of interest to the topics treated here.
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SMALL-Env-E l t

SMALLEnvi ronments
SMALL
An auxiliary constant abs-blockend is introduced to mark the end of the series of commands
forming a block in the series of commands to be executed. The auxiliary function cat is necessary to
join series of commands.
Note that in equation 4 a block is constructed around a procedure containing the initialization of
the parameter. A similar construction is used in equation 14 to store the parameter of a function call.
In equation 8 a block is created in the environment, and in equation 9 it is removed again.

module SMALL
begin
exports
begin
functions
eval
eval
evaldecl
evaldecl
evalexpr
applyfun
applybinop
abs-blockend
cat
in
out

->
->
->
->
->

PROGRAM # ENVELT
CMNDS # SENV
DECL # SENV
DECLS # SENV
EXPR # SENV

SENV
SENV
SENV
SENV
(BASICVAL # SENV)

IDNT # BASICVAL # SENV
-> CBASICVAL # SENV)
BI NOP # BASICVAL # BASICVAL -> BASICVAL

-> CMND
CMNDS # CMNDS -> CMNDS

-> IDNT
-> IDNT

end
imports SMALL-Abs-Synt, SMALL-Env-Elt, SMALL-Environments
variables dcl
dcls
exp, exp1, exp2
cmd
cmds, cmds1, cmds2
senv, senv1, senv2
bval, bval1, bval2
idnt, idnt1, name, pa ram

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

DECL
DECLS
EXPR
CMND
CMNDS
SENV
BASICVAL
IDNT
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entry, input
bool

-> BINOP
-> ENVELT
-> BOOL

equations
[1] evalCprogram Ccmds),input)
= evalCcmds, tableaddCou t,error-value ,
tableaddCin, input,null-se nv)))
[2] evalCabs-ser( abs-assignCe xp1,exp2),cm ds),senv)
= evalCcmds,ta blech(idnt,en veltCbval),se nv2))
= evalexprCexp 2,senv),
when <bval,senv1>
<basicvalCidn t>,senv2> = evalexpr(exp 1,senv1)
[3] evalCabs-serC abs-outputCex p),cmds>,senv )
= evalCcmds,ta blechCout,ca tCentry,bval) ,senv1))
when <true,entry> = lookup(out,se nv1),
<bval,senv1> = evalexprCexp ,senv)
[4] evalCabs-ser (abs-proccall Cexp1,exp2), cmds),senv)
= evalCabs-serC abs-blockC
absdecl-ser(
absdecl-cons t(param,abse xp-basicvalC bval)),
absdecl-skip ),
cmds1),
cmds),
senv1)
when <true,enveltC absdecl-procC name,param,c mds1))>
= lookup(name, senv1),
<basicvalCnam e),senv1> = evalexprCexp 1,senv),
= evalexpr(exp 2,senv1)
<bval,senv2>
[5] evalCabs-serC abs-ifCexp,cm ds1,cmds2),cm ds),senv)
= ifCbool,
evalCcatCcmd s1,cmds>,senv 1),
evaLCcatCcm ds2,cmds),sen v1))
when <basicval(bo ol),senv1> = evalexpr(exp ,senv)
[6] evalCabs-serC abs-whileCex p,cmds1),cmd s),senv)
= ifCbool,
evaLCcatCcm ds1,abs-ser(ab s-whileCexp,c mds1),cmds)) ,senv1),
eval(cmds,sen v1))
when <basicvalCbo ol),senv1> = evalexpr(exp ,senv)
[7] evaLCabs-ser Cabs-blockCd cls,cmds1),cm ds),senv)
= evalCcatCcmd s1,abs-serCab s-blockend,cm ds)),
evaldeclCdcl s,tableaddCb lockmark,sen v)))
[8] eval(abs-serC abs-blockend ,cmds),senv> = evalCcmds,rem oveblockCsen v))
[9] evalCabs-skip ,senv> = senv
[10] evalexprCabs exp-basicvalC bval),senv) = <bval,senv>
[11] evalexprCabs exp-read,senv )
= <bval,tablech Cin,popCentr y),senv)>
when <true,entry> = lookup(in,sen v>,
= top(entry)
bval
[12] evalexprCabs exp-identCid nt),senv) = <bval,senv>
when <true,enveltC bval)> = lookupCidnt,s env)
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[13J evalexpr(absexp-funcall(exp1,exp2>,senv)
= applyfun<name,bval2,senv2)
when <bval2,senv2>
= evalexpr(exp2,senv1),
<basicval(name),senv1> = evalexpr(exp1,senv)
[14J applyfun(name,bval,senv)
= <bval1,removeblock<senv1)>
when <bval1,senv1>
= evalexpr(exp,tableadd(param,envelt(bval>,
tableadd(blockmark,senv))),
<true,envelt(absdecl-fun(name,param,exp))>
= lookup(name,senv)
[15J evalexpr(absexp-ifexp(exp,exp1,exp2),senv)
if(bool, evalexpr(exp1,senv1>, evalexpr(exp2,senv1))
when <basicvaLCbool),senv1> = evalexpr(exp,senv)
[16J evalexpr(absexp-binop(oper,exp1,exp2),senv)
= <applybinop(oper,bval1,bval2),senv2>
when <bval2,senv2> = evalexpr(exp2,senv1>,
<bval1,senv1> = evalexpr(exp1,senv)

=

[17J evaldecl(absdecl-constCidnt,exp),senv)
= tableaddCidnt,enveltCbval),senv1)
when <bval,senv1> = evalexpr(exp,senv)
[18] evaldecl(absdecl-var(idnt,exp),senv)
= tableaddCidnt,enveltCbval),senv1)
when <bval,senv1> = evalexpr<exp,senv>
[19J evaldecl(absdecl-proc(name,param,cmds),senv)
= tableaddCname,enveltCabsdecl-proc(name,param,cmds)),
senv)
[20] evaldecl(absdecl-fun(name,param,exp),senv)
= tableaddCname,enveltCabsdecl-fun<name,param,exp)),
senv)
[21J evaldeclCabsdecl-serCdcl,dcls),senv)
evaldecl(dcls,evaldecl(dcl,senv))
[22J evaldeclCabsdecl-skip,senv) = senv

=

[23] cat(abs-ser(cmd,cmds1),cmds2) = abs-ser(cmd,cat(cmds1,cmds2))
[24J cat(abs-skip,cmds) = cmds
end SMALL

4. SMALL WITH GOTO'S
A new module SMALL2 is created. The kernel of this module is formed by module SMALL. The new
abstract syntax tree constructors from SMALL2-Abs-Synt are added and the evaluation functions and
where appropriate the auxiliary functions are augmented to cope with these new functions. The structure diagram below gives the relationship.
Function eva ldec l will need information about the program when declarations of labels are
encountered. Hence the evaluation of a block has to be adapted. In equation 27 the body of the
block and the rest of the program are temporarily stored in the environment. These program fragments can be retrieved by function lookupprogram.
This equation and equation 7 from module SMALL both describe the evaluation of a block. When a
block contains label-declarations equation 7 will not provide an answer, while equation 27 will.
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SMALL -Env-E l t

SMALLEnvi ronments
SMALL

SMALL-Abs-Synt

SMALL2-Abs-Synt
SMALL2
When a block does not contain label-declarations, both equations together imply the equivalence of
the two applications of eva ldec l for such a block.
Some auxiliary functions will be used to catch the behaviour of the goto-construct. jmpcont
selects the corresponding rest of the program by a given identifier from the environment. This function uses adjust-nes ting, which deletes the part of the environment corresponding to inner blocks.
The most important functions are continuatio n and its auxiliary search-con t which look for a
continuation correspondin g to a label at the moment it is declared. The first function selects the body
of the block and the rest of the program from the environment, and starts up the search for a continuation in the blockbody. When a continuation is found the rest of the program is attached to this
series of commands, preceded by an abs-blocken d-marker.
The scan of the blockbody is the task of function search-con t. Many statements are simply
skipped (equations 37, 38, 39, 42 and 43). Equation 42 describes that it is impossible to jump into an
inner block.
The scan of if-statements is shown in equation 40. First (in the conditional clause) a continuation is
searched in the else-branch and the rest of the block. If no continuation has been found the thenbranch is searched.
The while-construct is treated in equation 41. When a label is encountered in the body of a whileloop, the whole loop has to be concatenated with the tail of the loop. A search is made of the rest of
the blockbody for the label. When a continuation is found this is passed on. Otherwise the loopbody
is scanned.
Equation 44 deals with labeled commands. If the label is found a check is made on the rest of the
blockbody to find out if it is the last occurrence of this label. In that case the continuation after the
last occurrence is returned. Otherwise the label is compared with the label looked for, and the value
of this comparison and the rest of the blockbody are returned.
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module SMALL2
begin
exports begin
functions
absdecl-lbldcmnd:
jmpcont
continuation
search-cont
adjust-nesting
saveprogram
lookupprogram
deleteprogram
blockbody
progrest
end
imports SMALL, SMALL2-Abs-Synt

CMNDS
IDNT # SENV
IDNT # SENV
IDNT # CMNDS
IDNT # SENV # SENV
CMNDS # CMNDS # SENV
SENV
SENV

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

DECL
CCMNDS # SENV)
CBOOL # CMNDS)
CBOOL # CMNDS)
SENV
SENV
CCMNDS # CMNDS)
SENV
IDNT
IDNT

variables dcls: -> DECLS
exp, exp1, exp2
-> EXPR
-> CMND
cmd
cmds, cmds1, cmds2, cmds3: -> CMNDS
-> SENV
senv, senv1
idnt, idnt1, lbl
-> IDNT
-> BOOL
bool, found, found2
-> ENVELT
envlt
equations
[25J eval(abs~serCabs-labldcmndClbl,cmd),cmds),senv)
evalCabs-ser(cmd,cmds>,senv)
[26J eval(abs-ser(abs-goto(lbl),cmds),senv)
= eval(cmds1,senv1>
when <cmds1,senv1> = jmpcontClbl,senv)
[27J evalCabs-ser(abs-block(dcls,cmds1),cmds),senv)
= evalCcat(cmds1,abs-ser(abs-blockend,cmds>>,
deleteprogramCevaldecl(dcls,saveprogramCcmds1,cmds,senv))))

=

[28J saveprogram(cmds1,cmds,senv>
= tableaddCblockmark,
tableaddCblockbody,enveltCabsdecl-lbldcmnd(cmds1)),
tableaddCprogrest,enveltCabsdecl-lbldcmnd(cmds>>,
tableaddCblockmark,
senv))))
[29J lookupprogramCsenv) = <cmds1,cmds>
when <true,enveltCabsdecl-lbldcmndCcmds1>>>
= lookupCblockbody,senv>,
<true,envelt(absdecl-lbldcmndCcmds>>>
lookup(progrest,senv>
[30J deleteprogramCtableaddCidnt,envlt,senv))
= tableaddCidnt,envlt,deleteprogram(senv))
[31J deleteprogram(tableaddCblockmark,senv))
= tableaddCblockmark,removeblockCsenv))

=
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[32] jmpcont(lb l,senv) = <cmds,senv1>
when <true,enve lt(absdecl- Lbldcmnd( cmds))>
= Lookup(Lb l,senv),
senv1 = adjust-nes ting(Lbl,s env,senv)
[33] adjust-nes tingCidnt, senv,table addCidnt1 ,envlt,senv 1))
if(eqCidnt ,idnt1),sen v,adjust-n estingCidn t,senv,sen v1))
[34] adjust-nes ting(idnt,s env,tablea ddCblockm ark,senv1) )
= adjust-nes ting(idnt,s env1,senv 1)

=

[35] evaldecl(ab sdecL-labe LCLbl),sen v)
= tableaddCl bL,envelt(a bsdecL-Lb ldcmnd(cm ds)),senv)
when <true,cmds > = continuati on(Lbl,sen v)
[36] continuati on(Lbl,sen v) = <bool,cat(c mds2,cmds )>
when <cmds1,cmds> = LookupprogramCsenv),
<bool,cmds2> = search-con t(Lbl,cmds 1)
[37] search-con t(Lbl,abs-s er(abs-ass ign(exp1,e xp2),cmds ))
= search-con tClbL,cmds )
[38] search-con tClbl,abs-s erCabs-out putCexp),c mds>>
= search-con t(lbl,cmds )
[39] search-con tClbL,abs- ser(abs-pro ccaLLCexp 1,exp2),cm ds))
= search-con t(Lbl,cmds )
[40] search-con t(Lbl,abs-s er(abs-if(e xp,cmds1, cmds2),cm ds))
= if(found,
<found,cmds3>,
search-con tCLbL,cat( cmds1,cmd s)))
when <found,cmds3> = search-con tCLbl,cat(c mds2,cmds ))
[41] search-con tCLbL,abs- ser(abs-wh ileCexp,cm ds1),cmds) )
= if(found,
<found,cmds3>,
<found2,ca t(cmds2,ab s-ser(abs-w hileCexp,c mds1),cmd s))>)
when <found2,cmds2> = search-con t(Lbl,cmds 1),
search-con t(Lbl,cmds )
<found,cmds3>
[42] search-con t(lbl,abs-s er(abs-blo ck(dcls,cm ds1),cmds ))
= search-con t(Lbl,cmds )
[43] search-con t<Lbl,abs- ser(abs-go to(idnt),cm ds>>
= search-con t(Lbl,cmds )
[44] search-con tClbL,abs- ser(abs-La bldcmnd(id nt,cmd),cm ds))
= if(found,
<found,cmds1>,
<eq(lbl,idn t),abs-serC cmd,cmds) >)
when <found,cmds1> = search-con t<Lbl,cmds )
<false,abs -skip>
tClbl,abs-s kip)
search-con
[45]

=

=

end SMALL2
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The prime question to be answered in this paper is whether an elegant algebraic specification can be
given of the most unstructured of the classical program features: the jump. In my opinion, this question can be answered positively. The present specification is somewhat longer than the specification
in denotational semantics by Gordon [5]. It is felt, however, that the algebraic specification is at least
as legible as the denotational specification.
The modularization of the definition of SMALL posed various interesting problems. It was for
instance a challenge to make a specification of SMALL with functions eva l and eva ldec l that could
be reused in the specification of SMALL2. At first, it seems to be possible to eliminate the auxiliary
command abs-blockend from the specification of module SMALL through a change in the equations
for the evaluation function for series of commands like this:

eval(abs-ser<cmd,cmds),senv) = eval(cmds,evalcmd(cmd,senv))
However, this approach does not allow one to force a break in the flow of control of the program in a
natural way. From a model-theoretic point of view such a specification and the specification of
SMALL in the paper have the same initial algebra (intuitively the language SMALL). A specification containing the above equation proves to be stronger than the specification in the paper, hence there are
fewer models satisfying it, and SMALL2 is not among these.
Another problem· encountered is the wish to hide auxiliary functions like eat in module SMALL.
This function is really an internal construct, not a feature of SMALL, so the user of module SMALL
exclusively should not be bothered by its existence. However, it is needed in SMALL2, hence it must
be exported. In this paper the problem is ignored by simply exporting everything. Further research
on this topic is clearly needed.
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